Figure S8
A single temperature cycle is not sufficient to enhance the gonad migration defect in mir- 83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) Figure S8 . A single temperature cycle is not sufficient to enhance the gonad migration defect in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants. The 2 hour window consists of four rounds of 15 minutes at 15º followed by 15 minutes at 25º. A single round of temperature cycling is not enough to see an enhancement of the migration phenotype whether that occurs (A) 16 hou s, ) 1 .5 hou s, ) 1 hou s, o ) 1 .5 hou s post plating sta ved 1s. *** p-value ≤ .005, ** .005 < p ≤ .01, significance stars compare N2 to mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants.
